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NEW QUESTION: 1
A user requests a "hidden" Samba share, named confidential,
similar to the Windows Administration Share. How can this be
configured?
A. [confidential$] comment = hidden share path =
/srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory
mask = 0700
B. [$confidential] comment = hidden share path =
/srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory
mask = 0700

C. [#confidential] comment = hidden share path =
/srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory
mask = 0700
D. [%confidential] comment = hidden share path =
/srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory
mask = 0700
E. [confidential] comment = hidden share path = /srv/smb/hidden
write list = user create mask = 0700 directory mask = 0700
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which application layer concept is defined as a passive
element?
A. Business object
B. Application component
C. Data object
D. Application function
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
When you create a table in DynamoDB, which one of the following
bits of information is not obligatory to be provided?
A. Units of Capacity required for writes
B. Range key
C. Hash key
D. Units of Capacity required for reads
Answer: B
Explanation:
To create a table in DynamoDB, you should provide the table
name, the attribute name for the primary Hash key, as well as
throughput units, read and write units capacity.
Reference:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide
/GettingStartedCreateTable s.html
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